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With little more than two weeks
before the start of W2W Shiraz I
got the call from Christiaan (team
DVC) that he and Meiring
(brother from team KLS) had procured an additional entry. I would
be
riding
with
Johannes
Hanekom (team KLS) on this epic
3 day MTB tour in the beautiful
Cape winelands and mountains.
Preparations were understandably short and sweet. Although
having done my first W2W last
year, there is always a component of stress when riding with an
unknown partner: who will be the
first link to break on that first

monster climb? However, before
we even got started there was
drama in the opposing team’s
camp (Christiaan and Meiring) as
in the assembly process of the
bikes post transit, Christiaan
managed to break his thru axel.
As with any crisis that arises in
the office, a short period of panic
ensued which was immediately
followed with an epic side step of
the problem. With a spare bike en
route zen could once again settle
among the camp and breakfast
could be sought.

After a fair bit of pre-race excitement and chit chat amongst fellow racers we were off! With slow
and steady as our race moto Johannes and I set about stressing
the links. Secretly I was still nervous for that first monster uphill
which would determine which rider would have to work that little
bit harder to get to the end of day
three. Upon its arrival I breathed
more than one sigh of relieve as I
waited for my maiden partner to
summit!

Johannes and I got to know one
another at the pre-start breakfast.
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CONTINUE...
The riders camp is an oasis of recovery after the day’s endeavors on a saddle not much wider than a credit card. Bean bags
galore, craft beer, shade, cool drinking water, warm showers
and buffet lunch (with Spur burger pre-snack) there is not
much more one could ask for. Dinner was a somewhat procedural gathering with the winning announcements and review of
the day’s events. Afterwards potbellied riders slowly make their
way to the sardine can campsite where a rugby field is the can
and yellow tents its sardines. Many walk with not having prepared sufficiently. At 11pm the lights and music cease. A too
few hours later the overeager voices, similar to those of a high
school camp, wake you up before sunrise. This is understandable as another day of sublime mountain biking awaits!
Besides the pre-race drama and route change on the last day,
there was no other drama to report on. There was an abundance of gees and fun: relaxed small talk and banter among
fellow cyclists. The rugby (SA vs ENG) was also a lot of fun
although the outcome may not have been as hoped. All in all a
great experience: ones exhausted body on the drive home attests to a weekend of fun and heightened energy!
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We wish you a Merry Christmas, relaxed holidays and
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